What you hold in your hands is a slice of humanity sharing one other characteristic - the surname Trott. It's more or less of the polite school of literature, in other words aimless reading. And if the author slides into details of the New England branches, among which his ancestors may have been hanging or hanged, it is chiefly for their stories, too. Nor can he keep on that track for long - the rest of the Trotts in the world are too hard to resist. Any family name moderately researched would turn up thousands of knots and connections to famous and notorious persons, members with wide ranging gifts, talents, adventures, accomplishments, and personalities -- and lots of remarkable stories, interesting, humorous or full of pathos. The stories and anecdotes keep humanity interesting. This has certainly been the case with the Trotts. The astute reader will note the paucity of footnotes and references. The author feels he is already asking a good deal of flexibility from his audience and that any heavy going would bring...

**Reviews**

*Simply no words and phrases to clarify. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom You won't feel monotony at any moment of the time (that's what catalogs are for relating to when you question me).*

--- Paolo Spinka

*This is an amazing publication I actually have at any time go through. It is actually rally interesting through reading through period. It's been developed in an exceptionally straightforward way which is merely following I finished reading through this publication where actually altered me, modify the way in my opinion.*

--- Noah Padberg